
City Connections    
a process of children connecting 

In wondering where our journey would take us next, all the signs pointed us in the 
direction of the city. We wondered where in Honolulu would offer the children a real-
world laboratory to research and study up close the connections they had noticed from 
a bird’s eye view of the city seen previously at Tantalus. The roads, the cars, the 
buildings, places their parents worked—all elements that made the city seem 
connected. Where could we take the children that would help them to feel as if they 
were in the center of a circle and everything else a radius from that point? Somewhere 
that would feel like a piazza or gathering place, a place with a history, a place that 
would be able to support the many levels of connections which we think the children 
are wanting to explore. We came up with a few ideas, but the one place that rose to the 
top of our list was the grounds of the State Capitol and Iolani Palace. 


We brought the challenge to our group meeting and told the children we would be 
taking a bus somewhere beyond Mid-Pacific to find “city connections” and asked what 
city connections they thought they should look for. Immediately hands went up, but 
unlike our first discussion about ‘connections,’ it was evident the children’s level of 
thinking had changed. Makaiola suggested we look for “light connections.” Zara 
thought, “skin connections.” Kenny thought maybe “sun connections.” Rory thought 
we could look for “red connections, “ referring to colors. Meyer thought we might find 
“house connections,” which triggered another child to think of “building connections.” 
Makaiola had another idea, “What about electric connections!” Just as we thought the 
ideas had come to a pause, Lion said, “Don’t forget about invisible connections!”  
Brilliant! The children were indeed ready for their challenge!


The next day we boarded the bus and headed to “the city.”


The feeling of entering a space together for 
the first time with a community of children is 
much like how authors describe it in stories 
such as when A l ice happens upon 
Wonderland, or when the children enter the 
wardrobe in the classic The Lion, The Witch 
and The Wardrobe.  The mystery of the 
unknown is alluring. For a few of the children, 
this space was not completely brand new 
having visited with family on prior occasions, 
but there is something about the dynamics of 
being in a space independent from parents 
and out amongst peers that causes a shift in 
behavior, a shift from an everyday mindset to 
an inquiry mindset. In a way, our research 
trips are our field assessment of this 
community. Reflecting where we are in our 
project work and where we are in our 
process of inquiry. Right now we are in 
between— not at the beginning, not at the 
end, but right where we want to be.


The first encounter for the children is always about moving through space. 

For them, this is how they first come to know. 


Connecting with the wind.

Connecting with the ground. 

Connecting with different levels.

Connecting with the walls and surfaces.

Connecting with the boundaries and the signs.


For us we wonder what is it that they notice?


What questions do they have 

	 	 	 or might have, just not yet?


What in this space speaks to them, and what is their response?


Of course these are rhetorical questions, ones we only ask ourselves, but in that asking 
our documentation begins to answer and in our revisiting and reflection of the experience  
the next step becomes apparent.   


For now, the next step would be to reflect on this experience together. There are thoughts 
that surface while in the moment and thoughts that arise when others are shared. We’ll 
pause here for now with a few words and images collected from the children while in the 
moment. Their ideas with and without words allude to the story of connections in this 
place, not because they were told, but because they themselves are making connections.

Looking, always looking. 

Who is she? 

I think she’s a queen. 

Did she pass away already? 

I think she died because that’s why 
there are flowers.

It looks like a big connection! 

Who lives there?  

Maybe they are waiting for a princess. 

Maybe they are knights. 

I think it might be a red, white and blue party.

I recognize this place, but I don’t know this place.

I’m beyond.


